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Board of Education Mission Statement:
IN A PARTNERSHIP OF FAMILY, SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY, OUR MISSION IS TO EDUCATE,
CHALLENGE AND INSPIRE EACH INDIVIDUAL TO EXCEL AND BECOME A CONTRIBUTING MEMBER
OF SOCIETY.

Departmental Philosophy: The Thomaston Public School District Technology Curriculum is designed
to promote technological and information literacy utilizing the 21st Century Skills of critical thinking, problem
solving, collaboration, leadership, adaptability, entrepreneurialism effective oral and written communication,
accessing and analyzing information, curiosity and imagination. These skills will enable our students to
compete in an ethical and responsible manner in our ever-changing global economy. Our curriculum seeks to
promote academic success by embedding technology tools and applications into the teaching and learning
process.
All students will develop technology skills in a wide-range of contexts while simultaneously
strengthening understanding of essential academic knowledge and skills.
This real-world approach allows classroom teachers to enhance the learning process, enrich the academic
experience, and provide students with the skills necessary to succeed in life. Students are active participants in
the learning process and learn to efficiently access, explore, apply, and synthesize information in our digital
world. They will become resourceful learners, utilizing information, media, and technology literacy and will
become responsible citizens demonstrating the characteristics of pride, leadership, confidence, respect,
motivation and flexibility.

Course Description: The second grade computer literacy curriculum is to provide an opportunity for students
to obtain basic skills in word processing, locating electronic resources using controlled search options and
arranging that information in a graphic organizer.

Technology Unit Rigorous Curriculum Design Template

Unit : One/ Digital Citizenship
Subject: Technology
Grade/Course: Two
Pacing: 4 weeks
Unit of Study: Digital Citizenship
Priority Standards: Students practice responsible, legal, safe and ethical use of information resources and
technology.
Unit Overview: Students will begin to understand what it means to be a good digital citizen - to practice

responsible, safe, and ethical media usage including legal responsibilities and cyberbullying.

Concepts (What Students Need to Know)

“Unwrapped” Standards
Skills (What Students Need to Be Able to Do)

responsible, legal, safe and ethical use of information

practice (DOK 1)

resources and technology

Essential Understandings
Demonstrate proper care of materials and equipment.
● Follow classroom rules for responsible use of computers and other technologies.
● Recognize an individual’s rights of ownership to any created work
Identify and practice appropriate and safe behaviors online.
● Discuss the importance of following the rules for Internet use.
● Follow the school’s rules for using computers and the internet.
● Explain and discuss the importance of a password
● Explain what it means to be an Internet citizen
Identify an individual’s rights and responsibilities with respect to media
● Identify symbols of copyright and trademarks
Understand basic terms and concepts to describe media
● Identify and discuss a variety of media types and their role in our lives

● Share experiences gained through media
Analyze, Question, Evaluate, and think critically about select media and their messages
● Retell the content of a media message
● Distinguish between advertising and regular content in print or digital productions
Recognize elements of a media message
● List criteria for use of visual techniques including color and graphics

Essential Questions

Big ideas

Why do we need to be responsible when using
technology?

There are rights and responsibilities associated with the
use of information. We need to follow rules to be safe,
responsible digital citizens.

Assessments
Common Formative PreAssessments

Progress Monitoring Checks –
“Dipsticks”

https://assessments.commonsen
semedia.org/

On going teacher observation and
discussion about digital safety and
responsible use

*Immediate feedback will be
provided to the instructor

Common Formative Mid and or PostAssessments Resources

https://assessments.commonsen
semedia.org/
*Immediate feedback will be
provided to the instructor

Performance Task

To be completed at a later time

Engaging Learning Experiences

Instructional Strategies
21st Century Skills
●

Critical thinking and problem solving

●

Collaboration and leadership

●

Agility and adaptability

●

Initiative and entrepreneurialism

●

Effective oral and written communication

●

Accessing and analyzing information

●

Curiosity and imagination

Marzano's Nine Instructional Strategies for Effective
Teaching and Learning
1. Identifying Similarities and Differences: helps
students understand more complex problems by
analyzing them in a simpler way
2. Summarizing and Note-taking: promotes
comprehension because students have to analyze
what is important and what is not important and put it
in their own words
3. Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition:
showing the connection between effort and
achievement helps students helps them see the
importance of effort and allows them to change their
beliefs to emphasize it more. Note that recognition is
more effective if it is contingent on achieving some
specified standard.
4. Homework and Practice: provides opportunities to
extend learning outside the classroom, but should be
assigned based on relevant grade level. All homework
should have a purpose and that purpose should be
readily evident to the students. Additionally, feedback
should be given for all homework assignments.
5. Nonlinguistic Representations: has recently been

Meeting the Needs of All Students
Differentiate:
● Content
● Process
● Product
Based on Student:
● Readiness
● Interests
● Learning Profile
Through:
● Multiple Intelligences
● Jigsaw
● Graphic Organizers
● Supplementary materials
● Small group instruction
● Varied questioning strategies
● Co-teaching
● Additional time
● Reteaching
● Manipulatives
● Mentor/tutor
● Pre-teaching
● Use of visuals and realia
● Build on prior knowledge

proven to stimulate and increase brain activity.
6. Cooperative Learning: has been proven to have a
positive impact on overall learning. Note: groups
should be small enough to be effective and the
strategy should be used in a systematic and consistent
manner.
7. Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback: provide
students with a direction. Objectives should not be
too specific and should be adaptable to students’
individual objectives. There is no such thing as too
much positive feedback, however, the method in
which you give that feedback should be varied.
8. Generating and Testing Hypotheses: it’s not just for
science class! Research shows that a deductive
approach works best, but both inductive and
deductive reasoning can help students understand
and relate to the material.
9. Cues, Questions, and Advanced Organizers: helps
students use what they already know to enhance what
they are about to learn. These are usually most
effective when used before a specific lesson.
New Vocabulary

legal
ethical
resources
cyberbullying
private
username

Students Achieving Below Standard
The following provides a bank of
suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning
framework for accommodating
students who are below grade level
in your class. Variations on these
accommodations are elaborated
within lessons, demonstrating how
and when they might be used.
Provide Multiple Means of
Representation
●

●

●

Guide students as they select
and practice using their own
graphic organizers and models
to solve.
Use direct instruction for
vocabulary with visual or
concrete representations.
Use explicit directions with steps

Students Achieving Above Standard
The following chart provides a bank
of suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
above grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used. Provide Multiple
Means of Representation Teach
students how to ask questions (such
as, “Do you agree?” and “Why do
you think so?”) to extend “think-pairshare” conversations. Model and
post conversation “starters,” such as:
“I agree because…” “Can you explain
how you solved it?” “I noticed that…”
“Your solution is different from/ the
same as mine because…” “My
mistake was to…” Incorporate
written reflection, evaluation, and
synthesis. Allow creativity in
expression and modeling solutions.
Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression Encourage students

●

●

●

and procedures enumerated.
Guide students through initial
practice promoting gradual
independence. “I do, we do, you
do.”
Use alternative methods of
delivery of instruction such as
recordings and videos that can
be accessed independently or
repeated if necessary.
Scaffold complex concepts and
provide leveled problems for
multiple entry points.

Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression
●

●

●

Have students restate their
learning for the day. Ask for a
different representation in the
restatement. ’Would you restate
that answer in a different way or
show me by using a diagram?’
Encourage students to explain
their thinking and strategy for
the solution.
Choose tasks that are “just
right” for learners but teach the
same concepts.

Provide Multiple Means of
Engagement
●

●

●
●

Clearly model steps, procedures,
and questions to ask when
solving.
Cultivate peer-assisted learning
interventions for instruction
(e.g., dictation) and practice
(e.g., peer modeling).
Have students work together
and then check their solutions.
Teach students to ask
themselves questions: Do I know

to explain their reasoning both orally
and in writing. Offer choices of
independent or group assignments
for early finishers. Have students
share their observations in discussion
and writing (e.g., journaling).
Facilitate research and exploration
through discussion, experiments,
internet searches, trips, etc. Let
students choose their mode of
response: written, oral, concrete,
pictorial, or abstract. Increase the
pace. Adjust difficulty level by
increasing the number of steps (e.g.,
change a one-step problem to a twostep problem). Provide Multiple
Means of Engagement Push student
comprehension into higher levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy with questions
such as: “What would happen if…?”
“Can you propose an alternative…?”
“How would you evaluate…?” “What
choice would you have made…?” Ask
“Why?” and “What if?” questions.
Accept and elicit student ideas and
suggestions for ways to extend
games. Cultivate student persistence
in problem-solving and do not
neglect their need for guidance and
support.

●
●

the meaning of all the words?;
What is being asked?; Do I have
all of the information I need?;
What do I do first?
Practice routine to ensure
smooth transitions.
Set goals with the students
regarding next steps and what to
focus on next.

Instructional Resources
Tips for internet safety (appendix)
Proper care of materials and equipment/following rules for responsible use of computer and other technology devices
in student friendly language (appendix)
iSafe Internet Safety Activities by iSafe
Cyber-Safe Kids by Nancy Willard

http://www.kidsmart.org.uk/teachers/lessonplans.aspx
www.kto8.com
Type to Learn
Typing Agent
*See Sample Lesson in Appendix

Technology Unit -

Rigorous Curriculum Design Template
Unit : Two/Technology Operations and Concepts
Subject: Technology
Grade/Course: Two
Pacing: 6 weeks with 1 week buffer
Unit of Study: Technology Operations and Concepts
Priority Standards: Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, systems, and
operations and use computers and other technologies for productivity, problem solving and learning across all
content areas.
Unit Overview: Students will demonstrate the ability to use the available technology correctly and

independently.

Concepts (What Students Need to Know)

“Unwrapped” Standards
Skills (What Students Need to Be Able to Do)

A sound understanding of technology concepts, and
operations.

demonstrate (DOK 2)

Computers and other technologies for productivity,
problem solving and learning across all content areas.

use (DOK 2)

Essential Understandings
Demonstrate beginning skills in using computers and applications such as:
● Turn a computer on and off.
● Log on and log off of a network.
● Access programs.
● Mouse use-point and click, drag and drop.
● Print documents with assistance.
● Open and close computer applications
● Save documents to proper location.
● Locate saved documents.

Open and close computer applications.
Identify and define terms associated with media and technology.
● Identify and explain common icons such as symbols for folder, file and application.

Word Processing
● Use the computer as a writing and drawing tool.
● Use a word processing application to write, edit, print and save a simple assignment.
Multimedia
● Demonstrate the ability to use tools in a painting or drawing software program.
● WIth teacher assistance, create a simple slideshow using an age appropriate software application including
drawing and text
Demonstrate beginning keyboarding skills
● Identify, locate and practice and use letters and numbers as well as common keys on the keyboard such as;
space bar, shift, delete, and backspace.
● Use ergonomic techniques for proper keyboarding
Begin to demonstrate an understanding of the Internet
● Use menus and icons to visit pre-selected websites.
● Begin to understand that the Internet links computers and allows people to access information and
communicate.
● Understand that the Internet links computers and allows people to access information and communicate
Demonstrate a beginning ability to use databases and spreadsheets
● Describe how computers can organize information so that it can be searched
● Use an age appropriate program to display charts and graphs

Essential Questions

Big ideas

How does technology help us in our everyday lives?

Using technology correctly helps us to live, learn, and
work.

Assessments
Common Formative PreAssessments

http://ccsky.schoolloop.com/file/1344348636
834/1268488353023/313780940049
9266870.pdf

Progress Monitoring Checks –
“Dipsticks”

On - going teacher observation and
“check in” focused on the students’
ability to use technology
independently and correctly.

(This is a skills checklist for
technology)

Performance Task
To be completed at a later time

Engaging Learning Experiences

Common Formative Mid and or PostAssessments Resources

http://ccsky.schoolloop.com/file/1344348636
834/1268488353023/313780940049
9266870.pdf

Instructional Strategies
21st Century Skills
●

Critical thinking and problem solving

●

Collaboration and leadership

●

Agility and adaptability

●

Initiative and entrepreneurialism

●

Effective oral and written communication

●

Accessing and analyzing information

●

Curiosity and imagination

Marzano's Nine Instructional Strategies for Effective
Teaching and Learning
1. Identifying Similarities and Differences: helps
students understand more complex problems by
analyzing them in a simpler way
2. Summarizing and Note-taking: promotes
comprehension because students have to analyze
what is important and what is not important and put it
in their own words
3. Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition:
showing the connection between effort and
achievement helps students helps them see the
importance of effort and allows them to change their
beliefs to emphasize it more. Note that recognition is
more effective if it is contingent on achieving some
specified standard.
4. Homework and Practice: provides opportunities to
extend learning outside the classroom, but should be
assigned based on relevant grade level. All homework
should have a purpose and that purpose should be
readily evident to the students. Additionally, feedback
should be given for all homework assignments.
5. Nonlinguistic Representations: has recently been
proven to stimulate and increase brain activity.
6. Cooperative Learning: has been proven to have a

Meeting the Needs of All Students
Differentiate:
● Content
● Process
● Product
Based on Student:
● Readiness
● Interests
● Learning Profile
Through:
● Multiple Intelligences
● Jigsaw
● Graphic Organizers
● Supplementary materials
● Small group instruction
● Varied questioning strategies
● Co-teaching
● Additional time
● Reteaching
● Manipulatives
● Mentor/tutor
● Pre-teaching
● Use of visuals and realia
● Build on prior knowledge

positive impact on overall learning. Note: groups
should be small enough to be effective and the
strategy should be used in a systematic and consistent
manner.
7. Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback: provide
students with a direction. Objectives should not be
too specific and should be adaptable to students’
individual objectives. There is no such thing as too
much positive feedback, however, the method in
which you give that feedback should be varied.
8. Generating and Testing Hypotheses: it’s not just for
science class! Research shows that a deductive
approach works best, but both inductive and
deductive reasoning can help students understand
and relate to the material.
9. Cues, Questions, and Advanced Organizers: helps
students use what they already know to enhance what
they are about to learn. These are usually most
effective when used before a specific lesson.

New Vocabulary

concepts
systems
productivity

Students Achieving Below Standard
The following provides a bank of
suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
below grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used.
Provide Multiple Means of
Representation
●

●

Guide students as they select
and practice using their own
graphic organizers and models
to solve.
Use direct instruction for
vocabulary with visual or
concrete representations.

Students Achieving Above Standard
The following chart provides a bank
of suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
above grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used. Provide Multiple
Means of Representation Teach
students how to ask questions (such
as, “Do you agree?” and “Why do
you think so?”) to extend “think-pairshare” conversations. Model and
post conversation “starters,” such as:
“I agree because…” “Can you explain
how you solved it?” “I noticed that…”
“Your solution is different from/ the
same as mine because…” “My
mistake was to…” Incorporate
written reflection, evaluation, and
synthesis. Allow creativity in
expression and modeling solutions.
Provide Multiple Means of Action

●
●

●

●

Use explicit directions with steps
and procedures enumerated.
Guide students through initial
practice promoting gradual
independence. “I do, we do, you
do.”
Use alternative methods of
delivery of instruction such as
recordings and videos that can
be accessed independently or
repeated if necessary.
Scaffold complex concepts and
provide leveled problems for
multiple entry points.

Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression
●

●

●

Have students restate their
learning for the day. Ask for a
different representation in the
restatement. ’Would you restate
that answer in a different way or
show me by using a diagram?’
Encourage students to explain
their thinking and strategy for
the solution.
Choose tasks that are “just
right” for learners but teach the
same concepts.

Provide Multiple Means of
Engagement
●

●

●
●

Clearly model steps, procedures,
and questions to ask when
solving.
Cultivate peer-assisted learning
interventions for instruction
(e.g., dictation) and practice
(e.g., peer modeling).
Have students work together
and then check their solutions.
Teach students to ask

and Expression Encourage students
to explain their reasoning both orally
and in writing. Offer choices of
independent or group assignments
for early finishers. Have students
share their observations in discussion
and writing (e.g., journaling).
Facilitate research and exploration
through discussion, experiments,
internet searches, trips, etc. Let
students choose their mode of
response: written, oral, concrete,
pictorial, or abstract. Increase the
pace. Adjust difficulty level by
increasing the number of steps (e.g.,
change a one-step problem to a twostep problem). Provide Multiple
Means of Engagement Push student
comprehension into higher levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy with questions
such as: “What would happen if…?”
“Can you propose an alternative…?”
“How would you evaluate…?” “What
choice would you have made…?” Ask
“Why?” and “What if?” questions.
Accept and elicit student ideas and
suggestions for ways to extend
games. Cultivate student persistence
in problem-solving and do not
neglect their need for guidance and
support.

●
●

themselves questions: Do I know
the meaning of all the words?;
What is being asked?; Do I have
all of the information I need?;
What do I do first?
Practice routine to ensure
smooth transitions.
Set goals with the students
regarding next steps and what to
focus on next.

Instructional Resources
Programs:
Word
Tux Paint
Kidspiration
Kid Pix
Media Blender
*Other applications may also be appropriate.
Type to Learn
Typing Agent
*See Sample Lesson in Appendix

Technology Unit Rigorous Curriculum Design Template
Unit : Three/Research and Information Fluency
Subject: Technology
Grade/Course: Two
Pacing: 6 weeks with one week buffer
Unit of Study: Research and Information Fluency
Priority Standards: Students locate, access, evaluate, synthesize and use information effectively and efficiently
to conduct research, solve problems and manage projects throughout all content areas.
Unit Overview: Students will create a project based on the research they have located using digital media.

Concepts (What Students Need to Know)

“Unwrapped” Standards
Skills (What Students Need to Be Able to Do)

information effectively and efficiently to conduct
research, solve problems and manage projects
throughout all content areas.

locate (DOK 1)
access (DOK 2)
evaluate (DOK 3)
synthesize (DOK 4)
use (DOK 2)

Essential Understandings
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Through teacher modeling and whole group practice determine existing knowledge and identify information
needed with a graphic organizer (KWL).
Use icons and links to visit pre-selected websites.
Organize information using webbing.
Summarize information with assistance.
Use drawing/writing to record information from a story the teacher reads aloud or an electronic or print
illustration.
Use a computer to draw illustrations conveying thoughts and ideas.
Use keyword searching with teacher assistance to locate information.
Evaluate the relevance of a resource based on an information need.

Essential Questions

Big ideas

How can I use technology to learn?

I can use technology to find and use information.

Assessments
Common Formative PreAssessments

Progress Monitoring Checks –
“Dipsticks”

Common Formative Mid and or PostAssessments Resources

Students will share what they
already know about KWL charts in a
discussion format

Teacher will observe students as
they work with organizers and
programs to assess understanding

Students will complete a teacher
prepared research form on a given
topic

See appendix for rubric

Performance Task
To be completed at a later time.

Engaging Learning Experiences

Instructional Strategies
21st Century Skills
●

Critical thinking and problem solving

●

Collaboration and leadership

●

Agility and adaptability

●

Initiative and entrepreneurialism

●

Effective oral and written communication

●

Accessing and analyzing information

●

Curiosity and imagination

Marzano's Nine Instructional Strategies for Effective
Teaching and Learning
1. Identifying Similarities and Differences: helps
students understand more complex problems by
analyzing them in a simpler way
2. Summarizing and Note-taking: promotes
comprehension because students have to analyze
what is important and what is not important and put it
in their own words
3. Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition:
showing the connection between effort and
achievement helps students helps them see the
importance of effort and allows them to change their
beliefs to emphasize it more. Note that recognition is
more effective if it is contingent on achieving some
specified standard.
4. Homework and Practice: provides opportunities to
extend learning outside the classroom, but should be
assigned based on relevant grade level. All homework
should have a purpose and that purpose should be

Meeting the Needs of All Students
Differentiate:
● Content
● Process
● Product
Based on Student:
● Readiness
● Interests
● Learning Profile
Through:
● Multiple Intelligences
● Jigsaw
● Graphic Organizers
● Supplementary materials
● Small group instruction
● Varied questioning strategies
● Co-teaching
● Additional time
● Reteaching
● Manipulatives
● Mentor/tutor
● Pre-teaching
● Use of visuals and realia
● Build on prior knowledge

readily evident to the students. Additionally, feedback
should be given for all homework assignments.
5. Nonlinguistic Representations: has recently been
proven to stimulate and increase brain activity.
6. Cooperative Learning: has been proven to have a
positive impact on overall learning. Note: groups
should be small enough to be effective and the
strategy should be used in a systematic and consistent
manner.
7. Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback: provide
students with a direction. Objectives should not be
too specific and should be adaptable to students’
individual objectives. There is no such thing as too
much positive feedback, however, the method in
which you give that feedback should be varied.
8. Generating and Testing Hypotheses: it’s not just for
science class! Research shows that a deductive
approach works best, but both inductive and
deductive reasoning can help students understand
and relate to the material.
9. Cues, Questions, and Advanced Organizers: helps
students use what they already know to enhance what
they are about to learn. These are usually most
effective when used before a specific lesson.
New Vocabulary

access
evaluate
synthesize

Students Achieving Below Standard
The following provides a bank of
suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
below grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used.
Provide Multiple Means of
Representation
●

●

Guide students as they select
and practice using their own
graphic organizers and models
to solve.
Use direct instruction for

Students Achieving Above Standard
The following chart provides a bank
of suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
above grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used. Provide Multiple
Means of Representation Teach
students how to ask questions (such
as, “Do you agree?” and “Why do
you think so?”) to extend “think-pairshare” conversations. Model and
post conversation “starters,” such as:
“I agree because…” “Can you explain
how you solved it?” “I noticed that…”
“Your solution is different from/ the
same as mine because…” “My
mistake was to…” Incorporate
written reflection, evaluation, and
synthesis. Allow creativity in

●
●

●

●

vocabulary with visual or
concrete representations.
Use explicit directions with steps
and procedures enumerated.
Guide students through initial
practice promoting gradual
independence. “I do, we do, you
do.”
Use alternative methods of
delivery of instruction such as
recordings and videos that can
be accessed independently or
repeated if necessary.
Scaffold complex concepts and
provide leveled problems for
multiple entry points.

Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression
●

●

●

Have students restate their
learning for the day. Ask for a
different representation in the
restatement. ’Would you restate
that answer in a different way or
show me by using a diagram?’
Encourage students to explain
their thinking and strategy for
the solution.
Choose tasks that are “just
right” for learners but teach the
same concepts.

Provide Multiple Means of
Engagement
●

●

●

Clearly model steps, procedures,
and questions to ask when
solving.
Cultivate peer-assisted learning
interventions for instruction
(e.g., dictation) and practice
(e.g., peer modeling).
Have students work together

expression and modeling solutions.
Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression Encourage students
to explain their reasoning both orally
and in writing. Offer choices of
independent or group assignments
for early finishers. Have students
share their observations in discussion
and writing (e.g., journaling).
Facilitate research and exploration
through discussion, experiments,
internet searches, trips, etc. Let
students choose their mode of
response: written, oral, concrete,
pictorial, or abstract. Increase the
pace. Adjust difficulty level by
increasing the number of steps (e.g.,
change a one-step problem to a twostep problem). Provide Multiple
Means of Engagement Push student
comprehension into higher levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy with questions
such as: “What would happen if…?”
“Can you propose an alternative…?”
“How would you evaluate…?” “What
choice would you have made…?” Ask
“Why?” and “What if?” questions.
Accept and elicit student ideas and
suggestions for ways to extend
games. Cultivate student persistence
in problem-solving and do not
neglect their need for guidance and
support.

●

●
●

and then check their solutions.
Teach students to ask
themselves questions: Do I know
the meaning of all the words?;
What is being asked?; Do I have
all of the information I need?;
What do I do first?
Practice routine to ensure
smooth transitions.
Set goals with the students
regarding next steps and what to
focus on next.

Instructional Resources
KWL chart
Graphic organizers
Websites:
Pebblego
National Geographic
Mobymax

Technology Unit Rigorous Curriculum Design Template
Unit : Four/Literature Appreciation and Independent Learning
Subject: Technology
Grade/Course: Two
Pacing: 7 weeks with 1 week buffer
Unit of Study: Literature Appreciation and Independent Learning
Priority Standards: Students read widely and use a variety of digital media resources for personal growth,
independent learning and enjoyment
Unit Overview: Students will be demonstrating their ability to use word processing skills correctly in order to create a
product

Concepts (What Students Need to Know)

“Unwrapped” Standards
Skills (What Students Need to Be Able to Do)

A variety of digital media resources for personal growth,
independent learning and enjoyment.

Read (DOK 1)
Use (DOK 2)

Essential Understandings
Develop appreciation and self-motivation as a reader.
● Participate in read-aloud, storytelling and booktalking, silent and voluntary reading experiences.
● Demonstrate active listening skills.
● Locate and identify the parts of a book including cover, spine label, title page, author/illustrator, table of
contents, glossary and index.
● Demonstrate sense of story (e.g., beginning, middle, end, characters, details).
● Understand the difference between an author and an illustrator.
● Use illustrations to acquire a greater understanding of a story.
● Differentiate between fiction and non-fiction.
● With teacher support identify award-winning books.

Collaborate and share knowledge of information and literary sources.
● Collaborate with others, both in person and through technologies, to share knowledge of literary sources,
both print and non-print.
● Share books by favorite authors and illustrators.
● Compare print and non-print versions of a story and describe the differences.
● Use drawing/writing to record information from a story the teacher reads aloud or an electronic or print
illustration.
Determine and select materials appropriate to personal abilities and interests.
● Understand and use the library as an information and pleasure reading source.
● Locate selected sources in appropriate areas of media center.
● Select resources for personal and informational purposes.
● Develop and communicate personal criteria for selecting resources for information needs and enjoyment.
Ethical and Responsible Use.
● Demonstrate ability to check out, return and care for library materials.
● Give examples of works of print and non-print media that are created by and belong to an author, illustrator
or publisher.

Essential Questions

Big ideas

Why do I read?

Reading is necessary for learning, growing as a person,
and enjoyment.

Assessments
Common Formative PreAssessments

Progress Monitoring Checks –
“Dipsticks”

Students will show their
understanding of a word processing
program by constructing a story
response

On going teacher observation of
correct word processing capabilities.

See Appendix for rubric

Common Formative Mid and or PostAssessments Resources

- Listen to Herald’s magical purple
crayon. - Create an art picture using
shapes. - Export picture into a word
processing program. - Create a flyer,
persuading people to give you an
award for your art picture.
See appendix for rubric

Performance Task
To Be completed at a later time

Engaging Learning Experiences

Instructional Strategies
21st Century Skills
●

Critical thinking and problem solving

●

Collaboration and leadership

●

Agility and adaptability

●

Initiative and entrepreneurialism

●

Effective oral and written communication

●

Accessing and analyzing information

●

Curiosity and imagination

Marzano's Nine Instructional Strategies for Effective
Teaching and Learning
1. Identifying Similarities and Differences: helps
students understand more complex problems by
analyzing them in a simpler way
2. Summarizing and Note-taking: promotes
comprehension because students have to analyze
what is important and what is not important and put it
in their own words
3. Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition:
showing the connection between effort and
achievement helps students helps them see the
importance of effort and allows them to change their
beliefs to emphasize it more. Note that recognition is
more effective if it is contingent on achieving some
specified standard.
4. Homework and Practice: provides opportunities to

Meeting the Needs of All Students
Differentiate:
● Content
● Process
● Product
Based on Student:
● Readiness
● Interests
● Learning Profile
Through:
● Multiple Intelligences
● Jigsaw
● Graphic Organizers
● Supplementary materials
● Small group instruction
● Varied questioning strategies
● Co-teaching
● Additional time
● Reteaching
● Manipulatives
● Mentor/tutor
● Pre-teaching
● Use of visuals and realia
● Build on prior knowledge

extend learning outside the classroom, but should be
assigned based on relevant grade level. All homework
should have a purpose and that purpose should be
readily evident to the students. Additionally, feedback
should be given for all homework assignments.
5. Nonlinguistic Representations: has recently been
proven to stimulate and increase brain activity.
6. Cooperative Learning: has been proven to have a
positive impact on overall learning. Note: groups
should be small enough to be effective and the
strategy should be used in a systematic and consistent
manner.
7. Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback: provide
students with a direction. Objectives should not be
too specific and should be adaptable to students’
individual objectives. There is no such thing as too
much positive feedback, however, the method in
which you give that feedback should be varied.
8. Generating and Testing Hypotheses: it’s not just for
science class! Research shows that a deductive
approach works best, but both inductive and
deductive reasoning can help students understand
and relate to the material.
9. Cues, Questions, and Advanced Organizers: helps
students use what they already know to enhance what
they are about to learn. These are usually most
effective when used before a specific lesson.
New Vocabulary

Personal growth
enhance

Students Achieving Below Standard
The following provides a bank of
suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
below grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used.
Provide Multiple Means of
Representation
●

Guide students as they select
and practice using their own

Students Achieving Above Standardx
The following chart provides a bank
of suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
above grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used. Provide Multiple
Means of Representation Teach
students how to ask questions (such
as, “Do you agree?” and “Why do
you think so?”) to extend “think-pairshare” conversations. Model and
post conversation “starters,” such as:
“I agree because…” “Can you explain
how you solved it?” “I noticed that…”
“Your solution is different from/ the

●

●
●

●

●

graphic organizers and models
to solve.
Use direct instruction for
vocabulary with visual or
concrete representations.
Use explicit directions with steps
and procedures enumerated.
Guide students through initial
practice promoting gradual
independence. “I do, we do, you
do.”
Use alternative methods of
delivery of instruction such as
recordings and videos that can
be accessed independently or
repeated if necessary.
Scaffold complex concepts and
provide leveled problems for
multiple entry points.

Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression
●

●

●

Have students restate their
learning for the day. Ask for a
different representation in the
restatement. ’Would you restate
that answer in a different way or
show me by using a diagram?’
Encourage students to explain
their thinking and strategy for
the solution.
Choose tasks that are “just
right” for learners but teach the
same concepts.

Provide Multiple Means of
Engagement
● Clearly model steps, procedures,
and questions to ask when

same as mine because…” “My
mistake was to…” Incorporate
written reflection, evaluation, and
synthesis. Allow creativity in
expression and modeling solutions.
Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression Encourage students
to explain their reasoning both orally
and in writing. Offer choices of
independent or group assignments
for early finishers. Have students
share their observations in discussion
and writing (e.g., journaling).
Facilitate research and exploration
through discussion, experiments,
internet searches, trips, etc. Let
students choose their mode of
response: written, oral, concrete,
pictorial, or abstract. Increase the
pace. Adjust difficulty level by
increasing the number of steps (e.g.,
change a one-step problem to a twostep problem). Provide Multiple
Means of Engagement Push student
comprehension into higher levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy with questions
such as: “What would happen if…?”
“Can you propose an alternative…?”
“How would you evaluate…?” “What
choice would you have made…?” Ask
“Why?” and “What if?” questions.
Accept and elicit student ideas and
suggestions for ways to extend
games. Cultivate student persistence
in problem-solving and do not
neglect their need for guidance and
support.

●

●
●

●
●

solving.
Cultivate peer-assisted learning
interventions for instruction
(e.g., dictation) and practice
(e.g., peer modeling).
Have students work together
and then check their solutions.
Teach students to ask
themselves questions: Do I know
the meaning of all the words?;
What is being asked?; Do I have
all of the information I need?;
What do I do first?
Practice routine to ensure
smooth transitions.
Set goals with the students
regarding next steps and what to
focus on next.

Instructional Resources
Computer programs:
MyOn
Mobymax
abcya.com
word processing programs
SMARTboard

Technology Unit Rigorous Curriculum Design Template
Unit: Five/Communication and Innovation
Subject: Technology
Grade/Course: Two
Pacing: 7 weeks with 1 week buffer
Unit of Study: Communication and Innovation
Priority Standards: Students interpret, evaluate, communicate and work collaboratively to create innovative
products using digital and visual media.
Unit Overview: Students will be introduced to the PowerPoint program so that they can work with a partner to
produce a slideshow program to share with their peers.

Concepts (What Students Need to Know)

“Unwrapped” Standards
Skills (What Students Need to Be Able to Do)

To create innovative products using digital and visual
media.

interpret (DOK 2)
evaluate (DOK 3)
communicate (DOK 1)
work collaboratively (DOK 4)

Essential Understandings
●
●
●

Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas or products
Illustrate and communicate original ideas and stories using digital tools and resources
In a collaborative group use a variety of technologies to produce a presentation for a curriculum area

Essential Questions

Big ideas

How can I communicate/express my ideas using
technology?

The appropriate choice and creative use of media allows
us to communicate with others.

Assessments
Common Formative PreAssessments

Progress Monitoring Checks –
“Dipsticks”

Common Formative Mid and or PostAssessments Resources

Student will inform teacher, on a
scale of one to four how familiar
they are with making a slideshow
presentation

Teacher will observe student
progress to determine concept
understanding

Students will produce a slide show
with a partner “All About Me/Us”

See appendix for rubric

Performance Task
*See appendix for Performance Task and Rubric

Engaging Learning Experiences

Instructional Strategies
21st Century Skills
●

Critical thinking and problem solving

●

Collaboration and leadership

●

Agility and adaptability

●

Initiative and entrepreneurialism

●

Effective oral and written communication

●

Accessing and analyzing information

●

Curiosity and imagination

Marzano's Nine Instructional Strategies for Effective
Teaching and Learning
1. Identifying Similarities and Differences: helps
students understand more complex problems by
analyzing them in a simpler way
2. Summarizing and Note-taking: promotes
comprehension because students have to analyze
what is important and what is not important and put it
in their own words
3. Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition:
showing the connection between effort and
achievement helps students helps them see the
importance of effort and allows them to change their
beliefs to emphasize it more. Note that recognition is
more effective if it is contingent on achieving some
specified standard.
4. Homework and Practice: provides opportunities to
extend learning outside the classroom, but should be
assigned based on relevant grade level. All homework
should have a purpose and that purpose should be
readily evident to the students. Additionally, feedback
should be given for all homework assignments.
5. Nonlinguistic Representations: has recently been
proven to stimulate and increase brain activity.
6. Cooperative Learning: has been proven to have a
positive impact on overall learning. Note: groups
should be small enough to be effective and the
strategy should be used in a systematic and consistent
manner.
7. Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback: provide
students with a direction. Objectives should not be
too specific and should be adaptable to students’

Meeting the Needs of All Students
Differentiate:
● Content
● Process
● Product
Based on Student:
● Readiness
● Interests
● Learning Profile
Through:
● Multiple Intelligences
● Jigsaw
● Graphic Organizers
● Supplementary materials
● Small group instruction
● Varied questioning strategies
● Co-teaching
● Additional time
● Reteaching
● Manipulatives
● Mentor/tutor
● Pre-teaching
● Use of visuals and realia
● Build on prior knowledge

individual objectives. There is no such thing as too
much positive feedback, however, the method in
which you give that feedback should be varied.
8. Generating and Testing Hypotheses: it’s not just for
science class! Research shows that a deductive
approach works best, but both inductive and
deductive reasoning can help students understand
and relate to the material.
9. Cues, Questions, and Advanced Organizers: helps
students use what they already know to enhance what
they are about to learn. These are usually most
effective when used before a specific lesson.

New Vocabulary
Evaluate
Interpret
Collaborate
digital media
visual media

Students Achieving Below Standard

Students Achieving Above Standard

The following provides a bank of
suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
below grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used.

The following chart provides a bank
of suggestions within the Universal
Design for Learning framework for
accommodating students who are
above grade level in your class.
Variations on these accommodations
are elaborated within lessons,
demonstrating how and when they
might be used. Provide Multiple
Means of Representation Teach
students how to ask questions (such
as, “Do you agree?” and “Why do
you think so?”) to extend “think-pairshare” conversations. Model and
post conversation “starters,” such as:
“I agree because…” “Can you explain
how you solved it?” “I noticed that…”
“Your solution is different from/ the
same as mine because…” “My
mistake was to…” Incorporate
written reflection, evaluation, and
synthesis. Allow creativity in
expression and modeling solutions.
Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression Encourage students
to explain their reasoning both orally
and in writing. Offer choices of
independent or group assignments
for early finishers. Have students
share their observations in discussion
and writing (e.g., journaling).
Facilitate research and exploration
through discussion, experiments,
internet searches, trips, etc. Let
students choose their mode of
response: written, oral, concrete,
pictorial, or abstract. Increase the
pace. Adjust difficulty level by
increasing the number of steps (e.g.,
change a one-step problem to a twostep problem). Provide Multiple
Means of Engagement Push student
comprehension into higher levels of
Bloom’s Taxonomy with questions
such as: “What would happen if…?”
“Can you propose an alternative…?”
“How would you evaluate…?” “What
choice would you have made…?” Ask
“Why?” and “What if?” questions.
Accept and elicit student ideas and
suggestions for ways to extend

Provide Multiple Means of
Representation
●

●

●
●

●

●

Guide students as they select
and practice using their own
graphic organizers and models
to solve.
Use direct instruction for
vocabulary with visual or
concrete representations.
Use explicit directions with steps
and procedures enumerated.
Guide students through initial
practice promoting gradual
independence. “I do, we do, you
do.”
Use alternative methods of
delivery of instruction such as
recordings and videos that can
be accessed independently or
repeated if necessary.
Scaffold complex concepts and
provide leveled problems for
multiple entry points.

Provide Multiple Means of Action
and Expression
●

Have students restate their
learning for the day. Ask for a
different representation in the
restatement. ’Would you restate

●

●

that answer in a different way or
show me by using a diagram?’
Encourage students to explain
their thinking and strategy for
the solution.
Choose tasks that are “just
right” for learners but teach the
same concepts.

Provide Multiple Means of
Engagement
●

●

●
●

●
●

Clearly model steps, procedures,
and questions to ask when
solving.
Cultivate peer-assisted learning
interventions for instruction
(e.g., dictation) and practice
(e.g., peer modeling).
Have students work together
and then check their solutions.
Teach students to ask
themselves questions: Do I know
the meaning of all the words?;
What is being asked?; Do I have
all of the information I need?
What do I do first?
Practice routine to ensure
smooth transitions.
Set goals with the students
regarding next steps and what to
focus on next.

Instructional Resources

games. Cultivate student persistence
in problem-solving and do not
neglect their need for guidance and
support.

Microsoft Power Point
Website:
MyOn.com
Technology Resources: (e.g., logical thinking programs, writing tools, digital cameras, drawing tools) for problem
solving, communication, and illustration of thoughts, ideas and stories.
Tux Paint
Kidspiration
Microsoft Word
Kid Pix
Media Blender
Type to Learn
Typing Agent
Mobymax
Books:
The Little Red Hen by Paul Galdone (collaboration)

Unit One Resources

Tips for Internet Safety


Never give out personal information (name, address, school name, telephone number).



Never write to someone who has made you uncomfortable or sad.



Do not meet someone you met online or have them visit you.



Tell your parents or teacher if you read anything that makes you uncomfortable.



Remember that people are not always who they say they are online.

For lesson plans, presentations, and resources:
http://www.kidsmart.org.uk/teachers/lessonplans.aspx

Unit One Resources

"I can be a good Digital Citizen"

I can follow the rules posted.
I can follow the directions of the adult in charge.
I can be respectful towards others.
I can respect the equipment and area.
I can use the Internet at school, but only for school work and
only with my teacher’s permission.
I can only go to sites on the Internet that are approved by my
teacher.
I can only play games on the Internet that are educational and
approved by my teacher.
I can turn off my monitor and tell my teacher immediately if I see
something on my computer that is not appropriate.
I can open, edit and save my files on the district server, but not
files belonging to others.
I can follow the rules of copyright that I have been taught at
school.
I can only print or download with my teacher’s permission.
I cannot share my personal information with anyone through the
Internet.

Appendix Resources
Sample Lesson for Unit 1

Keep It Private
Essential Question What kinds of information should I keep to myself when I use the Internet?
Lesson Overview Students learn that many websites ask for information that is private and
discuss how to responsibly handle such requests. Students review what information is private and
should not be shared without a trusted adult’s permission. They view an online form that asks for
private information and understand that they should never share this kind of information online.
Students then view sites that ask them to create usernames, and they learn rules for safeguarding
their private information when they create usernames.
Learning Objectives Students will be able to ...
• recognize the kind of information that is private.
• understand that they should never give out private information on the Internet.
• learn to create effective usernames that protect their private information
Materials and Preparation
• Prepare to show students an example of an online form, like the checkout page on a site like
Amazon (www.amazon.com) or the registration page on a site like Etsy (www.etsy.com).
• Preview the websites SecretBuilders (www.secretbuilders.com/gameplay/ gameplay.html),
Scholastic’s The Stacks (www.scholastic.com/kids/stacks), and LEGO® (www.lego.com) and
prepare to show them to students.
• Paper and pencils
Family Resources
• Send home the Online Security Family Tip Sheet (Elementary School).

Introduction Warm-up (10 minutes)
ASK: What would you do if someone you don’t know asked you for your address and your phone
number? Students should be aware that they should never give out this information except with
the permission of a trusted adult. You can use this as an opportunity to check that your students
know this information. If they do not, help them memorize it.
DEFINE: The Key Vocabulary term private. Explain to students that it is important for them to
know certain information about themselves, but that it is also important to keep this information
private. They should keep it to themselves and not share it, except when they are dealing with
trusted people such as relatives, teachers, or close friends.

INVITE: students to give examples of information that they should keep private. Write down their
responses on the board or chart paper so that you can return to them later in the lesson. Make
sure they understand that private information includes the following:
• full name
• age
• address
• telephone number
• email address (or parents’ email addresses)
• where they go to school or after school
• where their parents work ENCOURAGE students to discuss why it is important to keep this
information private. Stress that it is never safe to give out private information to people they don’t
know. They should always ask a parent or caregiver before they give out private information to
anyone.
Teach 1 Ask Before You Tell (10 minutes)
ASK: What would you do if someone you don’t know sent you an email or an instant message
asking for your address or phone number? Students should be aware that they shouldn’t give out
this information online.
EXPLAIN to students that it is important to keep certain information private whenever they are
using the computer. They will learn some rules to help them do this.
ENCOURAGE students to share examples of when they or someone they know has filled out a
form asking for private information. Students may mention filling in their name and class at the top
of student handouts or tests. They also may have seen their parents fill out permission slips or
other types of forms.
SHOW students an online form that asks for private information.
ENCOURAGE students to look over the form, naming the different pieces of information it asks
for.
ASK: Do you think this is private information? Students should recognize that things such as an
address, telephone number, and email are private. How is filling in private information on a form
like telling it to a stranger in person? Students should understand that when they give out
information on the computer, it can be viewed by people they don’t know. GUIDE students to
understand that children should never fill out forms like this one on their own. Only adults should
fill out forms that ask for private information.

Teach 2 How to Use a Username (20 minutes)

INVITE students to explore with you one or more of the following websites.
DEFINE the Key Vocabulary term username. Then click on the site(s) to show students where it
asks them to make up a username.
SecretBuilders (www.secretbuilders.com/gameplay/gameplay.html): Click on New Player, select
an age, and then select “I’m a Girl” or “I’m a Boy.”
Scholastic’s The Stacks (www.scholastic.com/kids/stacks): Click on Log In Now.
LEGO® (www.lego.com): Click on Sign Up.
EXPLAIN to students that some websites ask them for a username before they can play games
and do other things on the site. They can make up a username instead of giving out private
information.
ASK: Do you think you should use your real name, or something that includes your real name,
when you make up a username? Students should understand that their real name is private, so it
should never be part of their username.
GUIDE students through the following rules and tips for creating usernames:
Rules
• Ask a parent or other trusted adult before you create a username.
• Never include any private information in your username, such as your real name, age, birthday,
the name of your school or hometown, parts of you address or phone number, or email address.
• Avoid using symbols or spaces, as they are usually not allowed in usernames.
Tips • Include the name of something that will help you remember your username, like your
favorite animal, character, or toy. You might have to combine this with other words or numbers.
• If the username you create is already taken, you will have to come up with another one.
• Write down your username and password and, with the help of a parent, find a safe place to
keep them in case you forget them.

DISTRIBUTE paper and place students in pairs.
HAVE students interview their partner using the following questions, and write down their
responses:
• What is your favorite pet or animal?
• What is your favorite TV show, book, or movie character?
• What are your favorite numbers?

INSTRUCT students to make up three safe usernames for their partner using information from
their interview responses. They should not include their partner’s name, age, school, email
address, birthday, or any other private information.
INVITE students to share one or more of their usernames with the class. Encourage students to
respond to one anothers’ usernames, confirming that each name follows the rules they have
learned.
Closing Wrap-up (5 minutes) You can use these questions to assess your students’ understanding
of the lesson objectives.
ASK: When might you be asked to give out private information on the computer? Students should
describe how they might sometimes be asked to fill in private information on a form. They may
also mention emails and IMs. What information should you always keep private when you are
using the computer? Students should mention name, address, telephone number, email, age, etc.
What rules should you follow when you make up a username? Students should recognize that a
secure username is one that does not include any private information and is easy to remember.
They should also remember to check with an adult before they sign up on any new website.

Assessments and printable lesson plan can be found at:
https://d2e111jq13me73.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/uploads/classroom_curriculum/k-2-unit1keepitprivate-2015.pdf

Sample lesson for Unit 2

Microsoft Word
Grade Level: Second Grade
Objective: Students will enter text into a document
Resources: Computer, internet access
http://activities.macmillanmh.com/Techknowledge/data/_shell/_global/files/_swf/tk.php?level=01&unit
=03&lesson=20
Preparation: Save the above URL in favorites.
Procedure:
Students are directed to go to the above URL that is placed in favorites or in a folder. Go to one of
the lessons below.
Book 2, Land, Sea, Sky
1. Splish! Splash! Animal Baths - Online Computer Literacy Practice: Edit Sentences
2. Goose's Story - Online Computer Literacy Practice: Edit Sentences
3. Time For Kids: A Way to Help Planet Earth - Online Computer Literacy Practice: Edit Sentences

Book 3, Let's Connect!
1. Kate's Game - Online Computer Literacy Practice: Key Text
2. Kids Can Help - Online Computer Literacy Practice: Key Text
3. Time For Kids: Short Shadows, Long Shadows - Online Computer Literacy Practice: Key Text

Rubric for Unit 3

Standard 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings.
Topic: RESEARCH
Grade: 2nd

Score 4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences and applications

Sample Tasks

that go beyond what was taught.

3.5

In addition to score 3.0 performance,
in-depth inferences and applications
with partial success.

Score 3.0

The student:

Fill out a teacher
prepared research form

Will organize information for assigned task
The student exhibits no major errors or omissions.
2.5

No major errors or omissions
regarding 2.0 content and partial
knowledge of the 3.0 content

Score 2.0

There are no major errors or omissions regarding the simpler
details and processes as the student:

Fill out a teacher
Will organize information for assigned task with

prepared research form

assistance

with assistance

recognizes or recalls basic terminology such as:
organize
However, the student exhibits major errors or omissions
regarding the more complex ideas and processes.
1.5

Partial knowledge of the 2.0 content
but major errors or omissions
regarding the 3.0 content

Score 1.0

With help, a partial understanding of some of the simpler details and
processes and some of the more complex ideas and processes.
0.5

With help, a partial understanding of
the 2.0 content but not the 3.0
content

Score 0.0

Even with help, no understanding or skill demonstrated.

Sample Lesson for Unit 3

Publisher

Grade Level: Second Grade

Objective: Students will create a thank you card using MS Publisher

Resources: MS Publisher, computer, printer

Preparation: Teacher can display the sample card or create one of her own

Procedure:
Students will open Publisher on their computer. With the guidance of the instructor
they will navigate to the card template and open a new document.
The student will enter text that they want
The student will then insert pictures of their choice

Rubric for Unit 4
Standard 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings.
Grade: 2nd

Score 4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences and
applications that go beyond what was taught.

3.5

Score 3.0

In addition to score 3.0
performance, in-depth
inferences and applications
with partial success.

The student:

Will read, view and listen for information.
The student exhibits no major errors or omissions.

2.5

Score 2.0

Will read, view and listen for information.
recognizes or recalls basic terminology such as:
sequence, events, plot
However, the student exhibits major errors or
omissions regarding the more complex ideas and
processes.

Score 1.0

Score 0.0

Partial knowledge of the 2.0
content but major errors or
omissions regarding the 3.0
content

With help, a partial understanding of some of the simpler details
and processes and some of the more complex ideas and
processes.
0.5

Recall relevant
information to answer
questions given by
teacher before reading
Answer guided questions
about book
Sequence events

No major errors or omissions
regarding 2.0 content and
partial knowledge of the 3.0
content

There are no major errors or omissions regarding
the simpler details and processes as the student:

1.5

Sample Tasks

With help, a partial
understanding of the 2.0
content but not the 3.0 content

Even with help, no understanding or skill demonstrated.

Answer guided
questions after book is
read
Sequence basic events

Rubric for Unit 4

Rubric - Making a Flyer Name:
Criteria

Directions
(See below)
Layout

Exceeds
Expectations
5 pts.
Followed all
directions
exactly.
Extremely
neat and easy
to read.
Adds to the
understanding
of the text.

Meets
expectations
4 pts.
Almost
followed
directions.
Neat and easy
to read.

Almost meets
expectations
3 pts.
One or more
items missing.
Somewhat
difficult to
read.
Has nothing
to do with the
text.

Good but
does not add
much
meaning to
the text.
Grammar & Flyer contains Flyer contains Flyer contains
one error.
two or three
Conventions no errors.
errors.
Illustration

Content

Clearly
explains why
and how
people should
choose your
art work

Explains why
and how
people should
choose your
art work.

Explains
either why or
how people
should choose
your art work

Below
expectations
2 pts.
Many items
missing
and/or late.
Very difficult
to read.
None
included.

Flyer contains
four or more
errors.
Does not
explain why
or how people
should choose
your art work

Criteria
Scores
Total Points

Directions – Your flyer should:
Give one reason why and one way how people should choose your art work for
the award.
Include at least one graphic. Choose from the file on the computer desktop.
Type all work. You may use any font that you wish. Size of flyer should be
normal printer paper.
Print this sheet and staple it behind your flyer in the upper left-hand corner.

Make sure to write your name in the space at the top of this page.
Scoring: 20 = 100
16 = 80
19 = 95
15 = 75
18 = 90
14 = 70
17 = 85
13 = 65
Rubric for Unit 5

Name __________
Grading Rubric for a Power Point Project
5

4

3

2

1

Co
nte
nt

Cont
ent is
accur
ate
and
infor
mati
on is
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
.

Cont
ent is
accur
ate
but
some
infor
mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
, but
is still
gener
ally
easy
to
follo
w.

Cont
ent is
accur
ate
but
infor
mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
,
maki
ng it
diffic
ult to
follo
w.

Cont
ent is
quest
ionab
le
and
infor
mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
,
maki
ng it
diffic
ult to
follo
w.

Cont
ent is
inacc
urate
and
infor
mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
,
maki
ng it
diffic
ult to
follo
w.

Sli
de

Prese
ntatio
n
flows

Prese
ntatio
n
flows

Prese
ntatio
n
flows

Prese
ntatio
n is
unorg

Prese
ntatio
n has
no

Cre
ati
on

well
and
logical
ly.
Prese
ntatio
n
reflec
ts
exten
sive
use of
tools
in a
creati
ve
way.
Corre
ct
numb
er of
slides.

well.
Tools
used
correc
tly.
Corre
ct
numb
er of
slides.
Overa
ll
prese
ntatio
n is
intere
sting

well.S
ome
tools
used
to
show
accep
table
under
standi
ng.
Corre
ct
numb
er of
slides.

anize
d.
Tools
are
not
used
in a
releva
nt
mann
er.
Lackin
g in
numb
er of
slides

flow.
No
tools
used.
Insuffi
cient
numb
er of
slides.

Slid
e
Tran
sitio
ns

Transi
tions
are
smoot
h and
intere
sting.
Transi
tions
enhan
ce the
prese
ntatio
n.

Smoo
th
transi
tions
are
used
on
most
slides.

Smoo
th
transi
tions
are
used
on
some
slides.

Very
few
transi
tions
are
used
and/o
r they
distra
ct
from
the
prese
ntatio
n.

No
transi
tions
used.

Pict
ures
,
Clip
Art
&
Bac

Image
s are
appro
priate
.
Layou
t of
image
s is
pleasi
ng to

Image
s are
appro
priate
.
Layou
t is
clutte
red.

Most
image
s are
appro
priate
.

Image
s are
inapp
ropria
te.

No
image
s.

kgro
und

the
eye.

Mec
hani
cs

No
spelli
ng
errors
. No
gram
mar
errors
. Text
is in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Few
spelli
ng
errors
. Few
gram
mar
errors
. Text
is in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Some
spelli
ng
errors
.
Some
gram
mar
errors
. Text
is in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Some
spelli
ng
errors
.
Some
gram
mar
errors
. Most
of
text is
in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Many
spelli
ng
errors
and/o
r text
is
copie
d.

Tec
hnol
ogy
Con
nect
ion

Comp
rehen
sive
use of
techn
ology
is
appar
ent.

Gener
al
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology.

Accep
table
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology.

Little
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology.

No
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology

Performance Task - Unit 5

Go Ahead,
Make My
Map
Introduction

Image acquired from Learningspace.org

Maps and globes are a way that people share information about where things are
located and are one of the best ways to find places and navigate around them. This

activity is designed to be a culminating task for second graders who have been
introduced to basic map facts and skills. To successfully complete this activity,
students should be familiar with the following skills and concepts:
· Find and use the compass rose and directions (North, South, East, West)
· Locate and interpret a map key
· Identify commonly used map symbols
· Identify and locate the seven continents (North America, South America, Europe,
Asia, Africa, Australia, Antarctica);
· Locate the United States, Connecticut, and Thomaston.
· Create key map features
· Analyze and interpret a variety of map features.

Required Student Materials
· Basic Facts Review Sheet, Map Venn Diagram
· Computer with Internet and printer access
· Drawing or tracing paper

Engaging Scenario

Congratulations! Your school may be selected to host the Thomaston Awesome
Second Grade party for this year. This means two important things – 1: You have
been doing a great job in your classes this year, and 2: if you are going to be
selected, you need to create a map to help the Awesome Second Grade Award
Selection Committee find your school and learn about key features of the geography
around your school building. As you have discussed as a class, if you plan on being
able to find your way around, eventually you will need to be able to use a map. Maps
and globes are a way that people share information about where things are located
and are one of the best ways to find places and navigate around them. Interestingly,
there are three schools in Thomaston and finding the way to each of them can be
very confusing – especially for adults. So, to help make it totally clear where YOUR
school is located, you are going to create (with the help of the Internet) a superdetailed map of the area/neighborhood that your school is in. You will need to be
sure to include the important features, such as a map key, compass rose, and other
map details (building shape, main entrance, trees, parking lots, playgrounds, other
interesting facts). The best map (see the map assessment in the assessment
section of this task) will be displayed in the main office of your school to serve as
guide to help folks find where you are located.

Process and Directions

Students will be working with a partner to complete this task.

Before you begin, make up a set of technology rules (with your teacher). Important
rules include saving paper by printing only once, sharing time, etc. Try to think of
some other rules that would make using the computer more fun.
Step One: Complete the Basic Facts Review Sheet
Directions –
Go to (click on) http://www.worldatlas.com/geoquiz/thelist.htm
to find the answer to question A on the Basic Fact Review Sheet (they will be listed
in their order of geographic size).
·
On that same web page, click on the continent that is the answer to Question
B to see where the United States is located in relation to the other countries that are
north and south of it.
·
Click on the United States portion of the map and look to the list of states
that appears on the right hand (eastern) side of the Web page. Click on the state
that you believe is the answer to question C.
·
Use this map to answer questions D, E, F, and G.
Step Two: Find Your School on a Map.
·
Ask your teacher to help you find the mailing/street address of your school.
This information will include the street name, the street number, the town, state, and
the mailing Zip Code. Record this information on The Basic Facts Review Sheet
(question H).
·
Check to ensure you have the facts correct and then go to (click
on)http://www.mapquest.com/
·
Once at the http://www.mapquest.com/ site, carefully enter the address
information and click the “Get Map” button
·
Once the map appears, in the upper right hand corner of the map (northeast)
click on the “Big Map” button.
·
Using the “Zoom In/Zoom Out” toolbar, click on the Zoom Level 5 button – it
should produce a map that has a 10 mile, 10 kilometer scale in the upper right hand
corner (northeast) and you should see your school location with a red star on it and
the outline of the entire state of Connecticut.
·
Now click each button going in the “Zoom In” direction (wait for each level to
load completely before going on) until you have reached Zoom level 10 – which
should list a scale of 300 ft/ 100 meters.
·
At the top of this map, click on the “View Printer Friendly Page” button and
then click on the “Send to Printer” button. Be careful to only print ONE copy of your
map. You will lose points from your grade if you waste paper and other printing
resources!
·
Go and collect your printed map from the printer.
Step Three: Map Preparation
·
With your Mapquest printed map as a guide, trace or transfer the basic
elements (the major roads) on your printed map onto a clean piece of paper. Be
sure to leave lots of room for additional details.
·
Put the appropriate distance scale on your new map.
·
Place a compass rose that indicates all four directions on the new map.
Step Four: Map Research
·

Gather some scrap paper, something to write with, and your new map draft,

and prepare for a research walk.
·
With your teacher’s supervision, walk around the outside of the school
building and orient yourself with the map you just created.
·
With a compass and/or your teachers help, face north and hold your new
map in the same direction. From this position make a note on the scrap paper of key
features or landmarks that surround your school (building shape, main entrance,
trees, parking lots, playgrounds, other interesting facts) and their general locations.
Take notes or sketches of these items – you will be adding them to your map.
Step Five: Map Production and Sharing
·
Using your notes as a guide, carefully add the key features you observed on
your research walk to your school map. Try to match their location, features, color
and characteristics with what really exists outside.
·
Share your completed maps with one of your peers. Did they choose the
same key features as you did? Complete the Map Venn Diagram to see which
features they used that were the same and which were different from yours.

Resources and Support

Any local maps or mapping resources and examples from the classroom's collection.
http://www.worldatlas.com/geoquiz/thelist.htm
http://www.mapquest.com/

Assessments

Venn Diagram Assessment
Map and Fact Sheet Assessment

performance task, unit 5 rubics

Go Ahead, Make My Map! Venn Diagram Assessment Sheet
Criteria

Insufficient Sufficient – Proficient - Exemplary
-0
1
2
-3

Necessary
information
is included.

Includes little of
the necessary
information
about the two
maps.

Includes most
of the necessary
information
about the two
maps.

Includes all
necessary
information
about the two
maps.

Includes
information that
goes beyond
provided
resources about
the two maps.

Information
is compared
and
contrasted
correctly.

Little of the
information is
correctly placed
to compare and
contrast the
maps.

Most of the
information is
correctly placed
to compare and
contrast the
maps.

Information is
correctly placed
to compare and
contrast the
maps.

Extra
information is
correctly placed
to compare and
contrast the
maps.

Titles and
Labels are
correct.

Some of the
titles or labels
are correct, but
major errors are
present.

Most titles or
labels are
correct.

All titles and
labels are
correct.

All titles and
labels are
correct and
show extra
effort and visual
appeal.

Work is neat Work is
difficult to read
and easy to
and messy.
read.

Work is
readable, but
messy.

Work is neat.

Work is neat
and easy to
read.

Passing = At least a 1 in each column.

Go Ahead, Make My Map!

Evidence/C
omment

Facts and Maps Assessment Sheet

Criteria

Insufficien Sufficient – Proficient Exemplary Evidence/
t-0
1
-2
-3
Comment

Content

Many labels are
either missing or
improperly placed.

All but one or two
labels are included,
although some may
not be accurately
placed

All labels are
included and
most are
carefully and
accurately
placed

All labels are
included and are
carefully and
accurately placed.

Features

There are only one
or two key features
identified and/or
they are misplaced.

There are a few key
features identified
and most are
properly placed.

There are several
key features
identified and
most are
properly placed.

There are
numerous key
features identified
and they are
properly placed.

Visual Appeal

Limited use of
color; labels are
not consistent and
difficult to read.

Some color; a few
labels are not easy to
read.

Color used
throughout, most
labels are easy to
read.

Very colorful and
clean looking;
labels are very easy
to read.

Map Elements

Missing several
standard map
elements

Includes most
standard map
elements

Includes most
standard map
elements; most
are accurate and
easy to read

Includes clearly
labeled title, date (if
appropriate),
directional arrow
(compass rose),
scale and key.

Basic Facts
Sheet

There are
numerous errors
or missing facts on
the Review Sheet.

Most of the facts on
the Review Sheet are
correct.

All of the facts
on the Review
Sheet are
correct.

All of the basic
facts on the Review
Sheet are correct
and are neat and
easy to read.

Is unsure or
unable to
manipulate the
computer for basic
operations.

With some direction
is able to manipulate
the basic functions
of the computer.

Independently
manipulates the
basic functions of
the computer.

Independently
manipulates
advanced functions
and helps others
succeed.

Use of
Technology

Passing = At least a 1 in each column.

Pacing Guide
Technology
Priority Standards K-3

Standard 1: Digital Citizenship
Students practice responsible, legal, safe and ethical use of information resources and
technology.

Standard 2: Technology Operations and Concepts
Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, systems, and
operations and use computers and other technologies for productivity, problem solving and
learning across all content areas.

Standard 3: Research and Information fluency
Students locate, access, evaluate, synthesize and use information effectively and efficiently
to conduct research, solve problems and manage projects throughout all content areas.

Standard 4: Literature Appreciation and Independent Learning
Students read widely and use a variety of digital media resources for personal growth,
independent learning and enjoyment

Standard 5: Communication and Innovation
Students interpret, evaluate, communicate and work collaboratively to create innovative
products using digital and visual media.

Prioritized Standards/Pacing Guide:

Standard 1 Digital Citizenship: 4 weeks
Standard 2 Technology Operations and Concepts 6 weeks with 1 week buffer
Standard 3 Research and Information Fluency 6 weeks with 1 week buffer

Standard 4 Literature Appreciation and Independent Learning 7 weeks with 1 week buffer
Standard 5 Communication and Innovation 7 weeks with 1 week buffer

Lesson for Unit 3

Publisher

Grade Level: Second Grade
Objective: Students will create a thank you card using MS Publisher
Resources: MS Publisher, computer, printer
Preparation: Teacher can display the sample card or create one of her own
Procedure:
1. Students will open Publisher on their computer. With the guidance of the
instructor they will navigate to the card template and open a new document.
2. The student will enter text that they want
3. The student will then insert pictures of their choice

Rubric for Unit 4
Standard 2: A student must locate sources, use information, and present findings.
Grade: 2nd

Score 4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences and
applications that go beyond what was taught.

Sample Tasks

3.5

In addition to score 3.0
performance, in-depth
inferences and applications
with partial success.

Score 3.0

The student:

Recall relevant
information to

Will read, view and listen for information.

answer questions
given by teacher

The student exhibits no major errors or omissions.

before reading
Answer guided
questions about book
Sequence events

2.5

No major errors or omissions
regarding 2.0 content and
partial knowledge of the 3.0
content

Score 2.0

There are no major errors or omissions regarding
the simpler details and processes as the student:

Answer guided
Will read, view and listen for

questions after

information.

book is read

recognizes or recalls basic terminology
such as:

Sequence basic

sequence, events, plot
However, the student exhibits major errors or
omissions regarding the more complex ideas and
processes.
1.5

Partial knowledge of the 2.0
content but major errors or
omissions regarding the 3.0
content

Score 1.0

With help, a partial understanding of some of the simpler details
and processes and some of the more complex ideas and
processes.
0.5

With help, a partial
understanding of the 2.0
content but not the 3.0 content

events

Score 0.0

Rubric for Unit 4

Even with help, no understanding or skill demonstrated.

Rubric - Making a Flyer Name:
Criteria
Directions
(See below)
Layout

Exceeds
Expectations
5 pts.
Followed all
directions
exactly.
Extremely
neat and easy
to read.
Adds to the
understanding
of the text.

Meets
expectations
4 pts.
Almost
followed
directions.
Neat and easy
to read.

Almost meets
expectations
3 pts.
One or more
items missing.
Somewhat
difficult to
read.
Has nothing
to do with the
text.

Good but
does not add
much
meaning to
the text.
Grammar & Flyer contains Flyer contains Flyer contains
one error.
two or three
Conventions no errors.
errors.
Illustration

Content

Clearly
explains why
and how
people should
choose your
art work

Explains why
and how
people should
choose your
art work.

Explains
either why or
how people
should choose
your art work

Below
expectations
2 pts.
Many items
missing
and/or late.
Very difficult
to read.
None
included.

Flyer contains
four or more
errors.
Does not
explain why
or how people
should choose
your art work

Criteria
Scores
Total Points

Directions – Your flyer should:
1. Give one reason why and one way how people should choose your art

work for the award.
2. Include at least one graphic. Choose from the file on the computer
desktop.
3. Type all work. You may use any font that you wish. Size of flyer should
be normal printer paper.
4. Print this sheet and staple it behind your flyer in the upper left-hand
corner. Make sure to write your name in the space at the top of this page.
5. Scoring: 20 = 100

19 = 95
18 = 90

16 = 80
15 = 75
14 = 70

17 = 85

13 = 65

Rubric for Unit 5

Name __________
Grading Rubric for a Power Point Project

Co
nte
nt

5

4

3

2

1

Cont
ent is
accur
ate
and
infor

Cont
ent is
accur
ate
but
some

Cont
ent is
accur
ate
but
infor

Cont
ent is
quest
ionab
le
and

Cont
ent is
inacc
urate
and
infor

mati
on is
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
.

infor
mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
, but
is still
gener
ally
easy
to
follo
w.

mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
,
maki
ng it
diffic
ult to
follo
w.

infor
mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
,
maki
ng it
diffic
ult to
follo
w.

mati
on is
not
prese
nted
in a
logic
al
order
,
maki
ng it
diffic
ult to
follo
w.

Sli
de
Cre
ati
on

Prese
ntatio
n
flows
well
and
logical
ly.
Prese
ntatio
n
reflec
ts
exten
sive
use of
tools
in a
creati
ve
way.
Corre
ct
numb
er of
slides.

Prese
ntatio
n
flows
well.
Tools
used
correc
tly.
Corre
ct
numb
er of
slides.
Overa
ll
prese
ntatio
n is
intere
sting

Prese
ntatio
n
flows
well.S
ome
tools
used
to
show
accep
table
under
standi
ng.
Corre
ct
numb
er of
slides.

Prese
ntatio
n is
unorg
anize
d.
Tools
are
not
used
in a
releva
nt
mann
er.
Lackin
g in
numb
er of
slides

Prese
ntatio
n has
no
flow.
No
tools
used.
Insuffi
cient
numb
er of
slides.

Slid
e
Tran
sitio
ns

Transi
tions
are
smoot
h and
intere
sting.
Transi
tions

Smoo
th
transi
tions
are
used
on
most
slides.

Smoo
th
transi
tions
are
used
on
some
slides.

Very
few
transi
tions
are
used
and/o
r they
distra

No
transi
tions
used.

enhan
ce the
prese
ntatio
n.

ct
from
the
prese
ntatio
n.

Pict
ures
,
Clip
Art
&
Bac
kgro
und

Image
s are
appro
priate
.
Layou
t of
image
s is
pleasi
ng to
the
eye.

Image
s are
appro
priate
.
Layou
t is
clutte
red.

Most
image
s are
appro
priate
.

Image
s are
inapp
ropria
te.

No
image
s.

Mec
hani
cs

No
spelli
ng
errors
. No
gram
mar
errors
. Text
is in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Few
spelli
ng
errors
. Few
gram
mar
errors
. Text
is in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Some
spelli
ng
errors
.
Some
gram
mar
errors
. Text
is in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Some
spelli
ng
errors
.
Some
gram
mar
errors
. Most
of
text is
in
autho
rs'
own
words
.

Many
spelli
ng
errors
and/o
r text
is
copie
d.

Tec
hnol
ogy
Con
nect
ion

Comp
rehen
sive
use of
techn
ology
is
appar
ent.

Gener
al
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology.

Accep
table
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology.

Little
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology.

No
under
standi
ng of
techn
ology

